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 Greetings!  Welcome to the fall edition of the SEAoT Journal.  This is my last message for the

newsletter, so I would like to thank all of SEAoT for the opportunity to serve as your President in 2019. I

am grateful for all of the support I received from the membership and the rest of the State Board. I am

looking forward to continuting next year as the Past-President.

 

If you're interested in becoming more involved with the organizaiton at the State leel, we will have the

following opportunities available:

 

 

Government Affairs 

The Government Affairs Committee has been working hard on the topic of SE Licensure, as well as keeping track of other legislation

that affects SEAoT's members. We will be working with Mr. Richard Lawson of Capitol Solutions Group as we enter the 2020-2021

legislative session. The Committee's golas for 2020 are to build relationships with other organizations related to engineering and

construction, as well as with our representatives in Austin. In 2021, the goal is to promote bills related to SE Licensure, minimum

building codes and other topics that affect our practices.

 

State Conference

The 2019 SEAoT State Conference was held this past September 5-6 in San Antonio, Texas. The conference was a great success, with

over 250 attendees, over 50 exhibitors and many great presenters. Thank you to everyone who joined us for Top Golf and the River

Cocktail Cruise. Get ready for the 2020 Conference which will be held in El Paso, Texas.

 

NCSEA

 Registration is still open for the NCSEA Structural Engineering Summit which will take place November 12-15, 2019 at the Disneyland

Hotel in Anaheim, CA.

We are very excited that our Dallas Chapter was awarded an NCSEA grant to hold a speed mentoring evnet for their SE3 group. If you

have ideas for building up your local chapter or SEAoT as a whole, visit www.ncsea.com to tak advantage of all the benefits that are

included as part of your SEAoT membership.

 

State Board Meetings

 Our next board meeting will occur January 2020 in Austin, TX with Mr. Robert Nicholas, PE as President of SEAoT. Please reach out

to your local chapter directors or state board members if you have any questions or ideas for SEAoT, or if you’d like to join a

committee.  www.seaot.org has a list of local and state board members, and you can always reach out to me at kcheesebro@rkci.com.  

 

Have a great rest of 2019 and we'll see you again next year!

 

Kaitlyn K.C. Vaclavik, P.E.

State President

San Antonio Chapter

President's Message 2

By Kaitlyn Cheesebro Vaclavik, P.E., State President

Technical & Code Committee Chair

Code Advisory Committee Chair (to represent Texas in NCSEA's committee)

 

These SEAoT committees are always looking for volunteers as well.

* Awards & Recognition and Hall of Honor                           * Government Affairs

     * Structural Engineering Emergency Response (SEER)         * Membership Benefits
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Pleasanton, Calif. — Simpson Strong-Tie, the leader in

engineered structural connectors and building solutions, as part of

a collaborative reconstruction, seismic retrofitting, and historic

restoration project team, has been awarded a 2019 Preservation

Design Award for Restoration from the California Preservation

Foundation for the restoration of the Napa County Courthouse,

which was critically damaged by the South Napa earthquake on

April 14, 2014. Registering 6.0 on the moment magnitude scale,

the South Napa earthquake was the strongest to hit the San

Francisco Bay Area since the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. In

addition to damaging the plaster finishes, HVAC, and finish

carpentry, the earthquake caused significant structural damage to

the courthouse’s existing unreinforced masonry walls. Repairs

and seismic retrofitting on the courthouse began in 2017,

conducted by a team including AECOM as the project and

construction manager, Carey & Company (now TreanorHL) as

the historic architect, ZFA Structural Engineers, and TLCD

Architecture. Simpson Strong-Tie participated in or served as an

advisor on various aspects of the restoration. Although several

construction methods were considered for the repair of the

courthouse structure, concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls were

rebuilt to replace the most heavily damaged masonry walls, while

fabric-reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) technology was

selected instead of more traditional repointing and grout injection

as a repair solution for the less damaged walls with their

countless small cracks. “FRCM systems are currently being

introduced in the structural repair and rehabilitation industry as a

new, effective strengthening technology offering reduced

thickness, excellent durability, superior performance in high

temperatures, and ease of installation versus traditional

strengthening and repair methods,” says Aniket Borwankar, a

field engineer for Simpson Strong-Tie who participated in the

Napa County Courthouse retrofit. “Since FRCM systems add less

weight to the structure, they provide an excellent solution for

strengthening concrete and masonry substrates, particularly in

seismic retrofit applications.” FRCM systems also have a four-

hour UL fire rating and are widely recognized for their ability to

withstand high temperatures, a critical consideration in

California, where wildfires continue to threaten structures and

property. In October 2018, the Atlas fire burned to within a mile

of the historic courthouse while reconstruction was still

underway. Repairs were completed shortly thereafter, and the

grand reopening took place January 22, 2019. California

Preservation Foundation Preservation Design Award recipients

are selected by a jury of top professionals in the fields of

architecture, engineering, planning, and history, as well as

renowned architecture critics and journalists. In making their

decision, the 2019 jury noted the difficulty in updating historic

courthouses, stating, “meeting ADA requirements and the

specific needs of court construction without destroying the

historic rooms is a tough challenge. This is a beautiful project,

and the results are really impressive.”

 

Seismic retrofitting using FRCM shotcrete systems provides engineers

with a strong, lighter-weight alternative to using rebar. In addition to

seismic retrofits, FRCM systems are ideal for the following applications:

 

 

 

 

 

Simpson Strong-Tie Team Wins California Preservation Foundation

Award for Seismic Retrofitting of Napa County Courthouse
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Strengthening aging, damaged, or overloaded structures

Repairing and strengthening surfaces in a single

applicationCorrecting size and layout errors

Matching existing substrate finishes

Strengthening or repairing damp substrates, or substrates in harsh

environments subject to high temperatures, humidity, abrasion, or

ultraviolet (UV) radiation

For more information about the Napa County Courthouse restoration and

the 2019 Preservation Design Award, visit the California Preservation

Foundation’s award website. For additional information on the use of

FRCM in seismic retrofitting and other applications, visit the Simpson

Strong-Tie® FRCM information page.

 

About Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc.

For more than 60 years, Simpson Strong-Tie has dedicated itself to creating

structural solutions and software that help people build safer, stronger

homes and buildings. Considered an industry leader in structural systems

research, testing and innovation, Simpson Strong-Tie works closely with

construction professionals to provide code-listed, field-tested products and

value-engineered solutions. Our engineered structural products and

solutions are recognized for helping structures resist high winds, hurricanes

and seismic forces. They include structural connectors, fasteners, fastening

systems, lateral-force-resisting systems, anchors, software solutions and

product solutions for repairing, protecting and strengthening concrete. From

product development and testing to training and engineering and field

support, Simpson Strong-Tie is committed to helping customers succeed.

For more information, visit strongtie.com and follow us

on facebook.com/strongtie, twitter.com/strongtie, YouTube and LinkedIn.
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PDH-Qualified Training Videos with

RISAConnection

RISA offers hour-long educational

webinars and training videos on specific

topics. Professional Developement Hours

(PDH) are now available on our Live

Webinars and PDH-Qualified Training

Videos. RISAConnection allows engineers

the ability to utilize Canadian codes to

design a multitude of shear, moment and

brace connections. Using

RISAConnection's robust graphical

interface, connections can easily be

visualized and changes can happen on the

fly. Finally, verification of required limit

states is a breeze with expandable

engineering calculations and detailed

reports.

A few upcoming topics:

• Deisgn of Canadian Connections

• Efficient Design of HSS

Connections

• Analyzing with P-Delta

• RISA-Revit Link

and more!

To register for webinars or to view the

recording, visit risa.com/webinar.
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The American Institute of Steel Construction has awarded is 2020 T.R. Higgins Lectureship Award to Bo
Dowswell PE, PhD, principal at SDS Consulting and ARC Internaitonal.
 
Dowswell will present "Gusset Plates: The Evolution of Simplified Design Models" as a keynote speaker
during NASCC: The Steel Conference, which will take place April 22-24, 2020 in Atlanta. This lecture
provides a brief history of gusset plate design methods before considering current approaches and
previewing a new method to predice the compression strength of gusset plates using national loads.

"Bo Dowswell's work on gusset plate design is exceptional," said AISC Vice President of Engineering and
Research Lawrence F. Kruth, PE. "His research on wrap-around gusset plates is at the forefront of modern
engineering. Bo has the unique ability to evaluate constructability aspects of gusset plates as well as the
groundbreaking engineering involved. AISC is proud to recognize Bo and his extraordinary analysis of structural
steel connection methods, and I look forward to his keynote at the Steel Conference in April."Dowswell started in
the steel industry as a detailer in 1985. Since then, he has earned BS, MS, and PhD degrees from Auburn
University and The University of Alabama at Birmingham. As a professional engineer, his design practice
focuses on steel structures.
 
Currently, he is principal of SDS Consulting, a design firm, and ARC International, which specializes in research
and consulting. Dowswell is also an adjunct professor at The University of Alabama at Birmingham, where his
research and teaching is concentrated on steel connection design. Dowswell provides consulting services for the
AISC Steel Solutions Center and is the author of AISC Design Guide 33: Curved Member Design. He is a
member of several AISC Committees, including the Committee on Specifications, the Committee on Manuals,
the Committee on Research, and the Task Group on Industrial Buildings and Nonbuilding Structures. Dowswell
is also a member of the Structural Stability Research Council, where his activities are primarily related to
connection element and beam 

The $15,000 T.R. Higgins Lectureship
Award recognizes an innovative
lecturer or author whose outstanding
technical writing constitutes a ground-
breaking addition to engineering
literature on fabricated structural steel.
For more about the T.R. Higgins
Lecturship Award and its past winners,
please visit www.aisc.org/higgins

Higgins Lectureship Award
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JQ Announces Multiple New Hires in San Antonio

to Support the Firm's Growth

JQ is pleased to announce the addition of four new hires in its San Antonio office, according to JQ CEO
Stephen H. Lucy, PE.  Joining JQ are civil engineering team lead Erlath W. (Trey) Zuehl III, PE; Henry
C. Casal, Jr., RPLS and survey manager; Brett Bechtel, senior technician and civil designer; and Matt
McCabe, senior survey technician.  “The San Antonio market continues to provide growth opportunities
for our clients and strong demand for our services.  With the addition of these senior professionals and
technical staff, we are better positioned to serve our current clients and
to win more work in the region,” says Lucy.
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Erlath W. (Trey) Zuehl III, PE brings 30 years of civil

engineering experience to JQ.   His experience in civil site

design, utility and infrastructure design, hydrological and

hydraulic analysis and design, construction management and

project management are sought after by clients.   Zuehl earned

his Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering from Texas A&M

University.   He is an active member in the American Society of

Civil Engineers.

Henry C. (Tres) Casal, Jr., RPLS is a professional land surveyor

with more than 25 years of experience in all aspects of land

surveying, including topographic, boundary, construction, as-

built, TxDOT and ground control for photogrammetric surveys. 

Casal is the past president of the Alamo Chapter of the Texas

Society of Professional Surveyors and is a current member.



 
JQ Announces Multiple New Hires in San Antonio

to Support the Firm's Growth
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Brett Bechtel joins JQ as a senior technician and civil designer. 

Bechtel has 20 years of experience as an engineering technician

producing design documents across numerous project types.   He

is proficient in AutoCAD Civil3D and able to take projects from

initial survey to final plan preparation.   Bechtel earned his

Associate of Applied Science degree from Southeast Community

College in Milford, NE.

Matt McCabe joins the firm as a civil/survey technician with

more than six years of experience in computer aided drafting

and design using AutoCAD, Revit and Microstation, as well as

surveying field work.   McCabe earned an Associate of Applied

Science degree in Computer Aided Drafting from Aims

Community College in Greeley, CO.

About JQ
JQ provides structural and civil engineering, geospatial and facility performance services throughout
the U.S. The firm is considered a leader in engineering design innovation and technology to support
its complex, multi-state and multi-market projects. Recognized as a “Best Place to Work” and as a
“Hot Firm” by Zweig Group, JQ has offices in Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, Lubbock and
San Antonio.  For more information, visit the company’s website at: www.jqeng.com.

 



 

Simpson Strong-Tie Launches New Field-
Adjustable Rafter Hanger Designed for

Easy Retrofit Installations

Simpson Strong-Tie, the leader in engineered structural connectors and
building solutions, today announced the launch of the patent-pending LSSR
slopeable and skewable rafter hanger. It’s the first product of its kind designed
to allow retrofit installation after rafter systems have been assembled in place,
helping contractors accelerate job sequencing for improved productivity.
 
The field-adjustable LSSR features an enhanced flange design allowing for skew
adjustments from 0° to 45°, is easier to install than predecessor rafter hangers,
and features an easily adjusted swivel stirrup that attaches to both sides of an I-
joist for a stronger connection.
 
“With the development of the LSSR, we’ve been able to provide a more intuitive
solution for installing hangers during rafter system assemblies,” says Sam
Hensen, vice president of connectors and lateral systems for Simpson Strong-
Tie. “More importantly, the LSSR allows for retrofitted installs after rafters have
been set in place, improving jobsite efficiency for contractors while still
increasing in the strength of hanger connections desired by customers.”
 
 

Prior to the launch of the LSSR, hanger systems
had been installed on the rafter and then

attached to the ridge beam, with an installer
nailing the hanger into place. With the LSSR,
installers can cut all the rafters and tack them
into place, then use a retrofit approach to nail
hangers onto the roof assembly. Providing an

innovative, retrofit-application solution is
expected to particularly benefit builders in

regions where stick-built framing dominates the
new homebuilding market.

 
The new LSSR rafter hanger features a ZMAX®

finish for extra corrosion protection and is
available off the shelf, making it easily

accessible for contractors on the go. It’s an
enhanced and improved design of the LSSU,
which it will replace in the market. For more

information about the LSSR rafter hanger, visit
strongtie.com/LSSR.
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Case Study: Shoring Up Aging Concrete Grain
Silos with Fiber-Reinforced Polymer

The Simpson Strong-Tie® Composite Strengthening Systems™ was used to restore and strengthen
6 distressed cast-in-place concrete grain silos with a combination of carbon and glass FRP, meeting a
tight timeline and budget.

Project Information
Project Category: Silo Repair and Strengthening
Project Size: 6 silos x 30ʹ in diameter, up to 21.5′ from the foundation
Project Owner: Shintaffer Farms, Marysville, CA
Engineer: SAGE Engineers, Roseville, CA
Structural restoration contractor and FRP Installer: AlternativeStructural Technologies, (AST)
Shingle Springs CA
Simpson Strong-Tie Products: CSS-ES epoxy saturant; CSS-EP epoxy paste; CSS-CA carbon
anchor; CSS-CUCF unidirectional carbon fabric; CSS-CUGF unidirectional glass fabric
Project Start Date: March 2018
 

The Challenge
Critical to any project and owner is timing: How long is this going to take? How long is my equipment
going to be inoperable? Or in the case of the Shintaffer silos: How long are the silos going to be out of
service?
 
The Shintaffer Farms facility in Marysville, California, has 28 cast-in-place concrete silos constructed
between 1981 and 1985. The silos are approximately 80ʹ tall and have a diameter of 30ʹ.
 
Six of the silos were shut down in March 2018 due to extensive concrete distress in the form of cracking,
delaminated concrete, spalling and rebar corrosion. First, laboratory analysis of the existing concrete was
performed. This work confirmed that the major cause of reinforcing-steel corrosion seen in the structure
was the inclusion of calcium chloride (set accelerator admixture) in the original mix during construction.
Delamination was fairly extensive over the entire circumference of the silo structures. The average
compressive strength of concrete was found to be 2,140 psi, less than the typically required 2,500 psi
strength. The existing concrete walls were 6.5″ thick with #4 vertical reinforcement bars at 18″ o.c. and
#5 horizontal rebar at 5″ o.c. (within the bottom forty feet).
 



30cont.
By the time SAGE Engineers in Roseville, California,
contacted Simpson Strong-Tie about the degraded silos;
the owner of the silos was already concerned about
harvest storage capacity for the upcoming season.
Concrete repair and strengthening were mandatory and
needed to be completed prior to the September harvest.
This left a very restrictive repair window of 180 days to
complete all 6 units.

Silo prior to any repair

Close-up of silos during adhesion test and prior to any repairs

 William Millhone with SAGE Engineers was the
Engineer of Record responsible for this retrofit. SAGE
Engineers, Simpson Strong-Tie CSS Engineers and
Alternative Structural Technologies met in March 2018
to discuss various repair options. Since the rice silos
were required to be operational in September 2018,
the available window of time for retrofit was extremely
narrow. In addition, the budget for the repairs was
tight. The design team was expected to determine the
most economical retrofit options that could be
completed within the limited time frame.

 All cracks and reparable areas of delamination would be structurally bonded using epoxy
injection process on the six affected silos.
 All loose delaminated concrete would be chipped off and exposed rebar cleaned.
 Anodes were placed along the corroded rebar matrix to provide passive cathodic protection
 Concrete repair material would be spray-applied at all the delaminated areas.
 The engineering analysis required Simpson Strong-Tie fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) to provide
the equivalent of #4 vertical bars at 9″c., including tying-in to the foundation with Simpson FRP
anchors, and #5 horizontal bars (hoops) at 5″o.c..
 Vertical FRP was to extend for 21.5 vertical feet of the silo. The horizontal FRP would extend for
14ʹvertically in strips from the base of the structure since the concrete strength was less than
2,500 psi and provided insufficient bond strength during the adhesion test.
 After installation of FRP, the structure needed to be painted.

The Solution
After considering several options, the design team narrowed down the following retrofit solution:
 
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
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 This project required extensive coordination between SAGE, Simpson Strong-Tie and AST, the installer.
To stay within schedule, the repair had already started when the drawings were still in progress, so regular
site meetings and conference calls were required to ensure that all involved parties were on the right
track. Simpson Strong-Tie engineers or RPS specialists were on the jobsite at least two to three times a
month to answer questions and observe that the FRP installation was per plan.
 
The FRP system was designed by Simpson Strong-Tie per structural requirements provided by SAGE
Engineers. FRP shop drawings and calculations were signed and sealed by Simpson Strong-Tie engineers.
The final FRP design consisted of the following elements:

One layer of Simpson Strong-Tie® CSS-CUCF4424, 24″c. (full coverage) oriented horizontally over
the entire circumference of each silo for the bottom 14ʹ.
One layer of Simpson Strong-Tie CSS-CUCF2224, 24″wide strips at 37″c. oriented vertically for 21.5ʹ
from the foundation.
All vertical FRP strips were anchored in the foundation with Simpson Strong-Tie CSS-CA FRP anchors.
For confinement above 14ʹ, Simpson Strong-Tie CSS-CUGF fabric was used.
Special FRP detailing was provided at all openings per design requirements provided by the EOR using
strips of Simpson Strong-Tie CSS-CUCF11.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

FRP details as shown on Simpson Strong-Tie shop drawings.

First, crack injection was installed using pressure injection, and repair mortar was sprayed on
delaminated areas.CSS-EP epoxy paste was then applied in several areas to smooth the concrete
surface to the appropriate ICRI CSP prior to the FRP installation. After initial concrete preparation was
completed, the FRP installation began. Simpson Strong-Tie® Composite Strengthening Systems™ were
chosen for the repair due to their excellent engineering and field support.
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The Results
After much coordination, construction was completed in August 2018, with silos fully functional and ready
for rice storage in September 2018.
 

Silos after FRP installation with scaffolding still in place

“Thank you to the engineering execution team for an extraordinary effort on all fronts. And to none
more than the Simpson CSS Field Engineer for the continued immediate engineering support through
a demanding value-engineering process. The efforts of all are sincerely appreciated. Best regards,
Glenn Evans of AST. “ The owner at Shintaffer Farms was extremely happy with the timely repair,
completed as promised, before the deadline. He was so satisfied that he’s voiced a desire that the
same team be assembled to perform repair for all their remaining 22 silos over the next few years in
between periods of rice storage.

Simpson Strong-Tie Can Help
We recognize that specifying Simpson
Strong-Tie® Composite Strengthening
Systems™ (CSS) is unlike choosing any
other product we offer. Leverage our
expertise to help with your FRP
strengthening designs. Our experienced
technical representatives and licensed
professional engineers provide
complimentary design services and
support – serving as your partner
throughout the entire project cycle.
 

For completeinformation regarding specific products
suitable to your unique situation orcondition, please
visit strongtie.com/css or call your local Simpson Strong-
TieRPS Specialist at (800) 999-5099.
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Decmber 4, 2019

December 5, 2019

January 9, 2020

Each webinar provides and up to date overview of agency

activities, case studies, and a review of professional ethics topics.

Two webinars are held each day at 10am and 2pm. Registration

opens 30 days prior to each webinar on the TBPE website at

http://engineers.texas.gov/webinars.html

 

SEAoT MEMBERSHIP AND DUES

With over 900 members across Texas, SEAoT is the largest

association of Structural Engineers in the state. The Association

currently has Chapters in:

 

Austin

Corpus Christi 

Dallas

El Paso

Fort Worth 

Houston

San Antonio

 

 

Members may attend any Chapter meeting, regardless of their

Chapter affiliation.

 

Membership is open to all Structural Engineers licensed in

Texas, as well as Educators, Affiliate, and Associate members

involved in Structural Engineering. We also encourage graduate

engineers and students to join. Apply online through the website

at http://www.seaot.org.

 

Annual Membership Dues:

$180 Structural Engineers, Associates, and Affiliates $100

Graduate Engineers $30 Students

 

Corporate Membership:

Companies with more than four Structural or Graduate Engineers

are encouraged to join as Corporate members. Corporate

packages include:

 

Corporate Standard $700 - Up to 5 members Corporate Diamond

$1,200 - Up to 12 members Corporate Platinum $1,800 - Up to

30 members

 

Contact state@seaot.org for more information

TEXAS BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL

ENGINEERS ETHICS WEBINARS

ADVERTISING

Reach Structural Engineers across Texas with your advertisement

and hyperlink in this publication. For more information, go to

SEAoT.org or email state@seaot.org.

 

Current Advertisers:

AISC

Cast Connexx

Delta Structural Technologies

Epoxy Design

Fabreeka

LNA Solutions

Mobile Enterprises 

Pieresearch

PSI

Risa Technologies

Terracon Consultants

WJE
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ONLINE ARTICLES SEAoT
 
Members can now access a vast library of
Professional Resources through the
website at:
https://seaot.org/professional-resources/. 
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